
 

Year _5 – Parent and Pupil Support Planner – wc 22.2.21 

Thursday (25.2.21) – Friday (26.2.21) 

*** Please prioritise these lessons each day 
 Thursday Friday 

GPS 

20 minutes 

To revise speech punctuation 

https://classroom.thenational.academy/lessons/to-revise-speech-

punctuation-cngp8t 

Challenge 1* watch the video 

Challenge 2** watch the video and make notes 

Challenge 3*** watch the video, make notes and write a sentence 

for each 

To practise using simple present, past and future tense 

https://classroom.thenational.academy/lessons/to-practise-using-simple-

past-present-and-future-tense-c5hp2c 

Challenge 1* watch the video 

Challenge 2** watch the video and make notes 

Challenge 3*** watch the video, make notes and write a sentence 

for each 

 

Writing*** 

1 hour 

Capital letters and full stops 

Collecting arguments against deforestation 

Go to OneNote and watch the teacher led video 

Revising capital letters and full stops in sentences – SATs type activity 

putting in missing punctuation. 

Looking at the arguments offered against continuing to chop down the 

trees in the rainforest.  Collecting words and phrases they can use to put 

forward their argument 

Written feedback 

Capital letters and full stops starter 

Writing the introduction to  their discussion text 

Matching introductions with titles.  Writing their own introduction to the 

argument text.   

*Will be able to write an introduction to their discussion text 

**will be able to write an introduction to the argument text, saying that 

they are going to present differing opinions 

**will be able to write an introduction to the argument text which ‘hooks’ 

the reader into their writing 

Audio Feedback 

Maths*** 

1 hour 

To subtract mixed numbers. 
Go onto OneNote and watch the teacher led video.  
Starting with the fluent in five arithmetic questions to warm up 
your maths brains ready for the lesson. 
Your child will begin to learn to subtract mixed numbers and the 

best methods to work these questions out. 

 

*- answer questions 1 - 3 

**- answer questions 1 - 5 

To subtract and break a whole number. 

Go onto OneNote and watch the teacher led video.  
Starting with the fluent in five arithmetic questions to warm up 
your maths brains ready for the lesson. 
Your child will begin to learn to subtract across a whole number. 

They must use their knowledge of fractions to count across whole 

numbers accurately e.g.
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***- answer all questions 

 

 

*- answer questions 1 - 3 

**- answer questions 1 - 5 

***- answer all questions 

 

Written feedback 

Reading*** 

30 minutes 

Go to OneNote and watch the video. 

Close Read – Dragon Roars Into Space 

Annotating the text – spotting vocabulary and meaning 

Go to OneNote and watch the video. 

Reading Vipers – Retreival – Dragon Roars into Space 

 

Mental Maths 

15 minutes 
Log on to Mathletics to do the work set Log on to Mathletics to do the work set 

Foundation*** 

1 hour 

PSHE – Jigsaw 

Go to OneNote and watch the teacher led video.  Please teach me 

to understand the health risks involved in smoking.  To see how it 

affects the heart, liver and lungs. 

 

Sticker feedback 

Art – To explore the natural art of Anthony Goldsworthy. 

Go onto OneNote and watch the teacher led video. Your child will 

learn to explore who Anthony Goldworthy is as an artist and what 

materials he uses to produce art. Then they will think about what 

the rain forest floor looks like and create a piece of art (using a 

medium of their choice) of the rainforest floor. They will show 

layering and create depth. 

 

*Create a piece of artwork. 

**Reflect on the artwork of what they like and what they would 

change. 

***Using their reflection try to improve their art. 

Independent Reading 

15 minutes 

The next chapter of ‘George’s Secret Key to the Universe’ 

MyOn 

AR reading test when completed the book 

The next chapter of ‘George’s Secret Key to the Universe’ 

MyOn 

AR reading test when completed the book 

Spelling 

10 minutes 

To practise Year 5 and 6 spellings. 

Watch the teacher led video and listen to the 5 spellings. Write 

them down and check your spellings. 

To practise Year 5 and 6 spellings. 

Watch the teacher led video and listen to the 5 spellings. Write 

them down and check your spellings. 
 


